YOUR FRAME DESIGN ACCORDING TO YOUR WISHES
+

INTEC’s emblem on the head tube
Color: black or silver
INTEC lettering on the down tube
Color: black or silver

Our label is placed above the
bottom bracket on every
INTEC frame
Color: black or silver
INTEC frames can be decorated with the INTEC logo on
the head tube and the writing on the down tube.
Do you want to finish your frame with a custom lettering
or a unique logo? No problem! We use high-performance,
scratch-resistant, transparent adhesive films for this.
Got any further ideas to customize your frame? We are
happy to help!
The INTEC logo above the bottom bracket shell is always
placed, no matter if INTEC decor or own decor.

Customised label
according to customer’s requirements and wishes possible
on the top, down or head tube
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WE COLOR UP YOU´R BIKE

With their sparkling colours our INTEC bikes stand out everywhere!
Our frames can be painted in a rich range of RAL colours, with matt, glossy finish or a metallic
eﬀect. To achieve these eﬀects we collaborate with well-known experts specialized in powder
coating.
The paint, which is in the form of fine particles, is applied to the frame tubes using the "electrostatic painting" technique, so defined because the powder paint particles are nebulized and positively
electrostatically charged on the frame, which in turn has been negatively charged: the negative
charge attracts the paint like a magnet. Unlike conventional painting techniques, which can leave
some corners uncovered, this fabulous electroplating technique allows us to coat the frame with a
100% covering resin film.

standard colors
steel frames

special colors

Deep black
Blue Ultra Pearl Metallic
British Racing Green
Arabic red

Chrome
Chrome
Chrome
Chrome
black

glaze
glaze
glaze
glaze

standard colors
alloy frames
purple
red
blue
smokey

smokey white metallic
Deep black RAL 9005 Metallic
traffic red RAL 3020
Tinkerbell-Green

*chrome Color: no own
decoration possible
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